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Abstract 

The feasibility of multi-enzyme, one-flask total synthesis of natural products is 
demonstrated by gene transfer and overexpression of the corresponding biosynthetic 
enzymes in E. coli. 

Since the 1950s organic chemists have been exploring biosynthetic pathways to natural products, 
at first with radioactive tracers fed to whole plants and growing cells, then more "biochemically" with 
cell-free extracts and finally with purified enzymes. By the beginning of the 1970s it became clear that 
techniques of NMR spectroscopy could be used to follow l3C enriched substrates through the maze of 
multienzyme conversions (frequently 15 or 20 steps) leading to a labeling pattern in the target from which 
biochemical processing could be deduced - albeit speculatively. Now another powerful technique is 
beginning to change the way in which many of us interested in Nature's methods of organic synthesis are 
approaching the problem. The new dimensions afforded by genetics and molecular biology have 
revolutionized our concepts of what is feasible in natural product biosynthesis. In Figure 1 the pathway 

1. Pathway 

Gene 1 Gene2 Gene3 Genes 
A- B- C- D ****..*-**-> TARGET 

E l  E2 E3 Enzymes 

2. Intermediates (B, C, D...): Isolation, incubation 

3. Enzymes (El, E2...): Purification, mechanism, genetic engineering 

Figure 1 Natural Product Biosynthesis 

from substrate A to the target molecule via intermediates B, C, D etc. now includes the gene for each 
biosynthetic enzyme. The appropriate gene products, i.e. the enzyme for each step, can be purified, 
sequenced and the cDNA amplified in E. coli (or other vector) to produce amounts of enzyme (up to 1 
gram per liter of cells) hitherto unimaginable. Thus by employing the techniques shown in Figure 2 
using either a cDNA library or more conveniently a series of open reading frames (OWs) obtained by 
genetic complementation, mapping and sequencing, the gene products (enzymes) can be expressed 
"conventionally" or by p.c.r. (Figure 3) and tested for their biosynthetic capabilities, using high field 
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